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When the editors of Historický časopis kindly published my article Suppressing the memory of Slovak Panslavism in volume 71, number 2, they added a “diskusie/discussion,” by Svorad Zavarský, titled A Few Comments on Alexander Maxwell’s paper Suppressing the Memory of Slovak Panslavism: The Historiographical Misrepresentation of Kollár and Štúr, hereafter Zavarský’s A Few Comments. On 25 May 2023, the editors of Historický časopis also offered me the chance to publish an “answer/reaction” to Zavarský. I am grateful for the platform and appreciate their interest in my ideas.

Reading Zavarský’s A Few Comments brought to my mind an inspiring quotation widely attributed to Mahatma Gandhi: “First they ignore you, then they ridicule you, then they fight you, and then you win.” I wrote a chapter each on Panslavism and Štúr’s “Slovak tribalism” in my 2009 monograph Choosing Slovakia, a book which attracted interest from reviewers in Czechia, Germany,
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Hungary,\(^7\) Russia,\(^8\) and the United States,\(^9\) but which has not, to the best of my knowledge, ever been reviewed in Slovakia. After being ignored by Slovak academia for so long, I am delighted to be ridiculed and fought at last.

Zavarský certainly found much to fight. He denounced my “historical-philological incompetence” and my “linguistic, and in particular Slavistic incompetence.”\(^10\) My remarks are “inept,”\(^11\) and my conclusion “lacks real concrete, material existence.”\(^12\) Perhaps his most telling reaction, however, was a cry for help: “what is he talking about?”\(^13\) Zavarský, it seems, did not understand my argument, evidently because he is unfamiliar with social constructivist approaches to the study of nationalism. As a response to Zavarský’s \textit{A Few Comments}, therefore, this article argues that his positivist approach is inappropriate for historical research because it introduces anachronism.

Zavarský can perhaps be forgiven his unfamiliarity with social constructivist approaches to nationalism, since his expertise lies in other areas. According to his webpage at the Slovak Academy of Sciences, Zavarský works on “the intellectual history of the early modern era in Slovakia, especially the history of science and knowledge (scientia) in European contexts,” and “the field of Neo-Latin literary production in individual fields of knowledge (artes et scientiae) in Slovakia.”\(^14\) Zavarský thus claims no expertise in the nineteenth-century emergence of nationalism.

Nevertheless, I assumed when writing my article that readers of \textit{Historický časopis} would already be familiar with the social constructivist approach to nationalism. Indeed, I anticipated that readers of a history journal would find a summary of the relevant historiography condescending. Social constructivist nationalism theory, after all, has been around for decades: the pathbreaking studies date back to the early 1980s. But since the baffled Zavarský sought to clarify my use of the term “nationalism” by consulting “Merriam Webster,
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Cambridge, and the American Heritage College Dictionaries” (!) instead of the canonical theorists, perhaps I would have done better to drop some names.

The social-constructivist approach to nationalism, sometimes described as “modernization theory,” analyzes nationalism as a form of political practice in which legitimacy derives from something called “the nation,” or some close terminological variant (e.g. “the people”). This “nation,” Benedict Anderson insightfully suggested, is a community imagined as both inherently limited and sovereign. The delineation of the nation’s inherent limits is subject to continual contestation, and historical actors proclaiming definitions of the nation form a productive site of analysis. Indeed, the competition between rival definitions of the nation so characterize nationalist politics that scholars of nationalism have long realized that scholarly debates about the “correct” or “true” definition of the nation do not facilitate understanding. Dictionary definitions of the “nation,” in this approach, are not authoritative scholarly authorities, but primary sources about the society that produced them.

Analyzing how patriots imagine the nation implies studying the nation as a mental or rhetorical construct. Indeed, one notable volume from the social constructivist school has theorized how national traditions are “invented.” More recently, Rogers Brubaker has proposed the research strategy of investigating what makes “the nation-evoking, nation-invoking efforts of political entrepreneurs more or less likely to succeed,” equating the analysis of nationalism with the study of “appeals and claims made in the name of putative ‘nations’.”

Those unfamiliar with the social constructivist approach sometimes take offence when they hear their nation described with adjectives such as “imagined,” “invented” or “putative,” and particularly by a foreign scholar. They may or may not take comfort from the assurance that their particular nation is not being singled out. The social constructivist approach doubts on principle the objective reality of all nations. At the same time, however, one should be aware that social constructivists, doubting as they do the objective reality of nations, will not find a patriot’s bruised national pride a persuasive argument for the objective reality of any particular nation.
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Nevertheless, even scholars motivated by curiosity rather than national pride may need some time to digest the social constructivist approach to nationalism. The social constructivist approach uncomfortably challenges beliefs scholars may have held unquestioned since early childhood. It also contradicts state-sponsored historical narratives. Naïve belief in the nation’s primordial antiquity and objective reality is widespread, not least because it is ubiquitously taught in schools: as Jana Šulíková found in her study of Slovak history teaching, for example, “self-evident application of the primordialist narrative … permeates all volumes of history textbooks.” Nevertheless, Brubaker rightly insists that “we need to break with vernacular categories and commonsense understandings,” since, as Ernst Gellner put it, “nationalism is not what it seems, and above all it is not what it seems to itself.” Readers who are still skeptical or confused, however, must consult the relevant literature, since this article can only sketch the constructivist approach in barest outline.

Zavarský, for his part, appears entirely unfamiliar with social constructivist approaches. When he argued that “to acknowledge the objective fact of the existence of the Slovak nation and language one need not have any special devotion to that nation,” he erroneously assumed that the existence of a nation and a language can be an “objective fact.” Such epistemological positivism, which in the context of nationalism theory is typically called “primordialism,” is no longer taken seriously. Indeed, Rogers Brubaker implied that further rebuttal is beneath the dignity of nationalism specialists when he dismissed primordialism as “a long-dead horse that writers on ethnicity and nationalism continue to flog.” Even Anthony D. Smith, a harsh critic of social constructivism, speaks about the “explanatory failure of primordialism.”
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Zavarský, furthermore, presented his primordialist assumptions as uncontroversial and self-evidently persuasive, suggesting that he has not so much rejected social constructivism but remained blissfully unaware of its very existence. If Zavarský first encountered the social constructivist approach reading my article, perhaps his bafflement and indignation are unsurprising. When Zavarský realized that I disbelieve in the “objective fact of the existence of the Slovak nation,” perhaps he felt the Slovak nation was being singled out? He may or may not be reassured to learn that my article analyzes not just the putative “Slovak nation,” but the putative “Slavic nation,” and indeed all putative nations as imagined communities, as mental constructs, as rhetorical devices evoked and invoked when political entrepreneurs make appeals and claims, and so forth.

My article takes a similarly constructivist approach to the “Slovak language.” My article discussed appeals and claims made in the name of putative “languages,” and, rather more unusually, analyzed appeals and claims made in the name of putative “dialects.” Treating both “language” and “dialect” as rhetorical constructs, I examined how the Panslavism of Šafařík, Kollár and Štúr interacted with the history of linguistic classification and taxonomy. The discussion focused particularly on terminologies based on the language/dialect dichotomy, a topic which has long held my fascination and recently become my primary research focus.27

Though Zavarský did not follow my social constructivist reasoning, he apparently found my epistemological assumptions unsettling. He responded with positivist assertions about “facts.” He contended, for example, that it “is a generally accepted fact in Slavic linguistics that in Štúr’s time the process of the differentiation of the Slavic languages had long been completed,”28 and spoke about accepting “the evidence of facts, as do many other specialists in Slavic linguistics worldwide.”29 As noted above, he also presupposed “the objective fact of the existence of the Slovak nation and language.”30

In the context of language/dialect dichotomy and other analogous linguistic taxonomies, however, the existence of the Slovak language is not an “objective
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fact.” The easiest way to understand why is to consider the issue epistemologically. To know that Slovak is a “language” and not a “dialect” presupposes the ability to distinguish a “language” from a “dialect,” which in turn presupposes generally accepted linguistic criteria differentiating “languages” from “dialects.” Are there any such generally accepted linguistic criteria? There are not.

On the contrary: numerous linguists from diverse linguistic subdisciplines have categorically denied that any such criteria are theoretically possible. Pioneering sociolinguist William Labov declared it “the general linguistic position that there is no substantive difference between language and dialect.”31 Henry Gleason’s textbook of descriptive linguistics insisted that “the problem of classification into such categories as language and dialect is intrinsically difficult or impossible. Several criteria can be proposed, no one of which is satisfactory.”32 Discourse analyst Igor Rodriguez Iglesias argued that the language/dialect dichotomy “transcends linguistic conceptualization” since it is “not based on linguistic criteria.”33 Pedagogical expert Tove Skutnabb-Kangas insisted both that “there are no linguistic criteria for differentiating between a language and a dialect,”34 and, four years later, that “there are no linguistic criteria for differentiating between a language and a dialect (or vernacular or patois).”35 Cognitive linguist Ron Kuzar insisted in that “linguistic theory does not provide us with a clear definition of these terms. All attempts to base a clear classification of languages and dialects on objective criteria … have failed.”36 Polish sociolinguist Anna Korsak-Suska, in a study specifically devoted to the dichotomy, declared of “the concepts of dialect and language” that “there are no linguistic criteria to make a distinction between the two.”37 Sociolinguist Leonie Cornips, finally, wrote that “all linguists are convinced that the distinction between a language and a dialect cannot be made on the basis of linguistic criteria.”38 Cornips is mistaken about
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“all linguists,” since a small minority are still trying, without much success, to differentiate on the basis of exclusively linguistic criteria.\(^{39}\) Nevertheless, Cornips speaks for many linguists from diverse sub-disciplines.

Scholars skeptical of the language/dialect dichotomy might be described as taking an “agnostic” approach. Agnostic scholars conceptualize linguistic heterogeneity without reference to the binary language/dialect dichotomy. Since positing discrete and spatially-extended “dialects” implies a sharp delineation at dialectical boundaries, for instance, agnostics may prefer to posit the slow continuous change of a “dialect continuum.”

Fascinatingly, some agnostic scholars recognize the lack of linguistic criteria for distinguishing “languages” from “dialects” while simultaneously asserting strong opinions about language-hood or dialect-hood of individual varieties. For instance, the sociolinguist Peter Trudgill, a prominent scholar boasting five honorary doctorates, declared the impossibility of distinguishing “languages” from “dialects” with unusual eloquence:

Is Macedonian really a language? Is there a Bosnian language which is distinct from Croatian and Serbian? Are Moldovan and Rumanian the same language or not? Are Flemish and Dutch one language or two? Is Corsican a dialect of Italian or not? Is Swiss German actually a separate language? ... there is no way we can answer these questions on purely linguistic grounds. Ironically, it seems that it is only linguists who fully understand the extent to which these questions are not linguistic questions.

Yet the same Trudgill who agnostically insisted that “there can be no linguistic answer to whether Serbian and Croatian are one language or two”\(^{40}\) later signed the Deklaracija o zajedničkom jeziku [Declaration on the common language], which asserted, among other things, that “a common language is used in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro and Serbia,” and that “the use of four names for the standard variants – Bosnian, Croatian, Montenegrin and Serbian – does not imply that these are four different languages.”\(^{41}\) Justifying his signature in the New European magazine, furthermore, Trudgill declared that “some nationalists” are “rather silly” for “pretending that BCSM, as some linguists now


call it, is four separate languages,” insisting that “linguistic scientists are agreed that BCSM is essentially a single language.”

Epistemologically, Trudgill justified both his agnosticism and his assertion of languagehood on identical grounds: he invoked a putative consensus among professional linguists. Both “linguistic common sense” and “linguistic scientists,” according to the side-taking Trudgill, justify a common “language.” At the same time, the question of one language or two, according to the agnostic Trudgill, is something that “linguists” understand are “not linguistic questions.” I find such spectacular displays of cognitive dissonance fascinating, and have elsewhere explored in some detail their role in linguistics as a discipline.

If there are no generally accepted criteria for distinguishing “languages” from “dialects,” however, then there are no criteria for deciding any specific case. Consequently, there are no criteria for deciding the case of Slovak / Czechoslovak / Panslavic. Those who doubt on principle the existence of objective linguistic criteria for distinguishing dialects from languages, furthermore, will not find a patriot’s bruised national pride a persuasive argument for the objective existence of that patriot’s “language.”

In his *A Few Comments*, Zavarský adduced no linguistic criteria for distinguishing languages from dialects. Like Trudgill, he appealed instead to a putative linguistic consensus. He specifically invoked “modern linguistic scholarship” as articulated by “an authoritative handbook” and two “twentieth-and twenty-first-century experts in the field of Slavic philology.” If Zavarský actually accepts consensus opinion as a reliable source of “objective fact,” he could actually have cited my earlier work in support: my 2015 study examining Taxonomies of the Slavic World since the Enlightenment, published in the journal *Language and History*, found that “since the Second World War ... the Slovak category has enjoyed a nearly universal support,” and specifically that 24 of 24 reference works published since 1950 recognized a “Slovak language.”

Zavarský instead chose to cite a mere three sources, and even then somewhat dishonestly concealed dissention in linguistic ranks. He quoted Sussex and Cubberly proclaiming: “According to a [sic] general consensus ... the real break-
up of Proto-Slavic unity began about the fifth century.” Sussex and Cubberly actually wrote: “According to general consensus in what is still a controversial area [emphasis added].”

A “general consensus,” however, implies popularity, not correctness. My previous article contradicts Zavarský’s positivism most clearly visible in a passage Zavarský chose not to cite in his A Few Comments. That passage runs:

If scholars mistake current fashions about how to classify the Slavic linguistic zone for a ‘scientific fact,’ if they mistake the Slovak language and/or nation for an objectively verifiable truth rather than a consensus belief, then they will struggle to understand historical actors who believed in other languages and/or nations.

Dialectologists or philologists seeking to justify some particular linguistic classification must outline criteria for their classification and provide relevant supporting evidence. An appeal to consensus is merely an appeal to groupthink.

The absence of any proper criteria separating “languages” from “dialects” manifests itself most visibly in the ongoing lack of agreement about the number of “languages.” The three authorities Zavarský cited, for instance, all proposed a different taxonomy of Slavic. Sussex and Cubberly posited both unified “Sorbian” and unitary “Serbocroat.” Čejka and Lamprecht posited unitary “Serbo-Croatian,” but distinguished Lower Sorbian from Upper Sorbian. Sorbian scholar Heins Schuster-Šewc, author of the relevant chapter in Zavarský’s “authoritative manual,” not only differentiated Upper Sorbian from Lower Sorbian, but offered a tripartite division of Serbocroat/Serbo-Croatian into “Serbian, Bosnian, Croatian (Serbocroatian).” If, as Zavarský contends, “it is a generally accepted fact that the modern Slavic languages had completed their process of differentiation long before the nineteenth century,” and that differentiation enables objective and factual declarations of “language-hood” in the context of a linguistic taxonomy, then why do “experts in the field of Slavic
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philology” still demonstrably disagree about how many Slavic “languages” exist?

Zavarský’s experts also failed to provide any satisfactory criteria for distinguishing languages from dialects. Neither Čejka and Lamprecht nor Schuster-Šewc provided any definitions at all. Sussex and Cubberly, however, offered the following: “In using the term ‘language’ we mean a defined variety with formal coherence and standardization, and some cultural and political status.” These hopelessly vague criteria would require further elaboration before they could provide guidance for scholars seeking to apply them in practice. How much standardization, for instance, qualifies as “standardized”? Einar Haugen thought the standardization process had four main elements, and James and Leslie Milroy listed seven processes, and John Joseph has theorized no fewer than nine. Haugen, Milroy and Milroy, and Joseph, furthermore, all saw the writing of a grammar book as only a very early step in a long process of elaboration and dissemination among a target population: full standardization requires mass literacy, which in turn requires a school system to operate for a few generations. Since no mass instruction in standard Slovak took place in early nineteenth-century Hungary, therefore, it seems Šafařík, Kollár, and Štúr were right not to view Slovak as a “language”, at least according to this aspect of Sussex and Cubberly’s definition.

More importantly, however, note that Sussex and Cubberly defined the “language” using clearly extra-linguistic criteria. They even noted that “the label ‘language’ powerfully reinforces the ethnic sense of identity,” thus linking language-hood to nationalist politics. That Zavarský’s “experts in the field of Slavic philology” defined the language with reference to “some cultural and political status” suggests they viewed language-hood a question of culture and politics, rather than philology. Since the Hungarian state in the era of Széchenyi and Kossuth refused to grant Slovak much “cultural and political status,” furthermore, it seems once again that Šafařík, Kollár, and Štúr were right to view Slovak as a “dialect,” at least according to this aspect of Sussex and Cubberly’s definition.
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When presenting their taxonomy of Slavic “languages,” however, Sussex and Cubberly actually ignored their own self-chosen criteria: they simply copied their taxonomy of Slavic languages from the Ethnologue database. They neither considered the fraught questions of cultural or political status nor evaluated the degree of standardization, perhaps because they themselves argued that “the criteria relevant to language-hood also vary.” But since Sussex and Cubberly copied their taxonomy from another linguistic authority, however, in the end they appealed merely to groupthink.

Only by drawing connections left unmade, only by replacing various lacuna with guesses and assumptions, can one just barely discern linguistic criteria for resolving the language/dialect dichotomy in the authorities adduced in Zavarský’s A Few Comments. Zavarský indirectly, perhaps unknowingly, yet repeatedly invoked lexicostatistics. A brief summary of lexicostatistics may feel like a digression, but will hopefully prove instructive.

The linguistic subfield of lexicostatistics involves comparing vocabulary items from two different varieties and measuring the similarity. Early lexicostatisticians counted cognates, but have adopted more sophisticated approaches since the advent of computers. Lexicostatisticians assume that the similarity/difference between the word lists, however calculated, reflects the similarity/difference between two varieties. Several scholars, furthermore, have proposed defining the language/dialect distinction by applying a threshold value to lexicostatistical similarity measurements. Morris Swadesh, the American linguist who popularized lexicostatistics in the 1950s, suggested a language/dialect threshold of 81% similarity. Many other thresholds have since been proposed, of course, and the great diversity of such thresholds drove Kenneth McElhanon to conclude that “the distinguishing of dialects from languages is largely subjective.” McElhannan nevertheless characterized Swadesh’s 81% as one of “the standard percentages.”
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Zavarský admittedly made no direct reference to lexicostatistical definitions. As noted above, he mentioned no criteria whatever for distinguishing languages from dialects. Nevertheless, Zavarský adduced Čejka and Lamprecht, whose study was openly lexicostatistical. Furthermore, Zavarský adduced Sussex and Cubberly, who copied from the Ethnologue database, which is in turn produced by the Summer Institute for Linguistics (SIL), whose classifications rely on lexicostatistical data. SIL was originally founded as a missionary organization dedicated to translating the Bible for all humankind. SIL researchers rely on lexicostatistical surveys to maximize the audience of their translations.

So what does lexicostatistics say about Slovak? SIL researchers do not agree on a lexicostatistical threshold separating languages from dialects: some accept Swadesh’s threshold of 81%, others round down to 80%, and still others prefer the significantly lower threshold of 70%. Yet Čejka and Lamprecht found that Slovak and Czech are 95% similar, well above the 81%, 80%, and 70% thresholds at which SIL researchers variously acknowledge separate “languages.” Indeed, according to one proposed set of SIL thresholds, Slovak and Czech do not even qualify as separate “dialects.” In a 1987 paper about Indonesia, Laskowe and Laskowe proposed the status “one language, one dialect” for any pair of varieties sharing over 90% lexicostatistical similarity. Applying Laskowe and Laskowe’s thresholds to Čejka and Lamprecht’s data, therefore, contradicts both Zavarský’s claim that the existence of the Slovak language is an “objective fact,” and Štúr’s claim that Slovak is a “dialect” [nárečja, dialectus, Mundart]. Čejka and Lamprecht’s data and Laskowe and Laskowe’s thresholds apparently support instead Kollár’s classification of Slovak as a “subdialect” [podnárečí/Untermundart].

Despite appearances to the contrary, I am not arguing that Slovak is “really” a subdialect. Lexicostatistics is unreliable. Indeed, in an article written in collaboration with a statistician, I have argued in the journal *Diachronica* that
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sampling error undermines the validity of lexicostatistical classifications. It is also my impression that few linguists take lexicostatistics seriously nowadays. I have here discussed lexicostatistics only because it informed two of the three studies Zavarský adduced as the “state of the art.”

My skepticism about lexicostatistical definitions of the language/dialect dichotomy extends to linguistic definitions generally. Dialectologists interested in linguistic diversity, I suggest, would do better to focus on individual linguistic changes and imagine the spatial dimensions of linguistic diversity in terms of dialect continua. The agnostic approach is correct: there are no reliable criteria for distinguishing “languages” from “dialects.”

This lack of reliable criteria, however, returns to my main point: any particular taxonomy of languages and dialects cannot be an “objective fact,” but only an opinion. A taxonomy may represent a consensus opinion, and may enjoy state sponsorship, but neither consensus nor state sponsorship is evidence of factual correctness. A consensus is instead a historical phenomenon to be explained, particularly when the historical record shows that today’s consensus opinion was not shared by previous generations. Insofar as such opinions become invested with nationalist significance, furthermore, they become interesting objects of study for historians of nationalism. As I documented in my article, Šafařík, Kollár, and Štúr once shared the consensus opinion that all Slavs spoke a single language, the “Slavic language.” Explaining the history of that consensus, or its collapse, is fundamentally a task for historians, not for linguists or dialectologists.

Dialectologists, in my experience, do not much enjoy being confronted with the limits of their discipline. After presenting my work on Panslavism, I often find the question-and-answer session derailed by a rhetorical strategy I call the “avalanche of trivia.” A certain type of linguist, perhaps offended because I treat their expertise as irrelevant to an analysis of linguistic nationalism, takes great pleasure in reciting irrelevant dialectological facts. What kind of facts? Čejka and Lamprecht provide some examples: the Central Slovak ъ > o vowel shift occurred in the tenth century, and the consonant shift g > γ > h in the twelfth or thirteenth century. Sussex and Cubberly similarly discussed whether “the determinate verb with the prefix po- provides the future of both aspects,” whether the “characteristic Slovak diphthongs ie and uo (orth. ô) are replaced by monophthongs,” whether “the vowel /ä/ may occur also after velars,” or whether
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“genitive singular masculine a-stems have -i,” (e.g. gazdu vs. gazdi ‘farmer’). Zavarský presumably alluded to such things with his repeated allusions to the “differentiation of the Slavic languages.” Trained linguists can recite such facts at tedious length.

What are linguists trying to achieve when they present the avalanche of trivia in response to an analysis of linguistic nationalism? Insecure dialectologists might find comforting reassurance about the value of their discipline, or alternatively hope that the confident use of arcane linguistic jargon will intimidate non-specialists. The end effect, however, is to impede or prevent any discussion of the interplay between linguistic classification and nationalist rhetoric. Historians taking a social constructivist approach nationalism should interpret the avalanche of trivia as an effort to avoid an unwelcome conversation topic by steering the discussion to other matters.

Whatever significance linguistic facts may have in various linguistic subdisciplines, however, they are typically irrelevant to research into linguistic nationalism, because patriots invoking linguistic taxonomies in the service of national claims most typically justify themselves without reference to any linguistic analysis. In a handful of exceptional cases, individual isoglosses have attracted patriotic attention: the south-Slavic vowels descending from yat (ѣ) and the ř > ř shift supposedly distinguishing Slovak from Czech have both acquired symbolic importance. The emergence of these shibboleths, however, must itself be subjected to historical scrutiny. How and why does one isogloss acquire symbolic meaning, and not another?

Linguists indulging in the avalanche of trivia typically assume that the adduced facts speak for themselves. On the contrary, however, it is easily documented that the same facts are adduced both as evidence of similarity, and as evidence of difference. The difference between Serbian hemija and Croatian kemija (“chemistry”), for example, has been adduced as one of many “phonetic differences” demonstrating that Serbian and Croatian are “two recognizably different systems of two different languages,” but also as evidence supporting a “Single Language Hypothesis” on the grounds that such differences “are lexically specified and do not represent any phonemic distinction.”

A list of similarities
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or differences means very little: scholars who seek evidence of difference find it, but scholars who seek evidence of similarity also find it. Linguists examining the Serbian/Croatian/Serbocroatian region have concluded both that “the phonological systems are essentially identical”\(^\text{76}\) and that the “phonetic systems of the two languages … are evidently different.”\(^\text{77}\) Such disagreements suggest that the facts do not speak for themselves. Instead, interpretation is decisive.

A more productive analytical strategy therefore examines the motives of those scholars who argue for similarity, or for difference. When and why do polemicists, politicians, or other social or historical actors choose to seek similarities, or choose to seek differences? Or, since polemicists and politicians rarely bother with any actual linguistic analysis, when and why do they choose to assert linguistic similarity or difference? Why, to return to one of the specific figures discussed in my article, did Štúr choose to list differences between Slovak and Czech (Štúr 1846: 52-57), while simultaneously characterizing Slovak as “uniting all Slavic dialects [všetkje nárečja Slovanskje spojujúcim]” (Štúr 1846: 33)? Why argue for difference from Czech, while simultaneously arguing for a fundamental similarity with all things Slavic?

The rhetorical and classificatory choices of historical actors reflect their social, and political circumstances, and thus must be considered in their historical context. The choices of Šafařík, Kollár and Štúr can thus only be understood after a careful study of the early nineteenth century Habsburg monarchy. Zavarský ridiculed me both for having “somehow got lost in the nineteenth century” and for being “so very much entangled in the nineteenth-century ideas of Kollár and Štúr.”\(^\text{78}\) I suggest, however, that both comments actually praise my scholarship as a historian.

My insistence that Štúr’s original terminology be cited correctly, for example, reflects my concern that Štúr’s thought be analyzed in its nineteenth-century context. I think Kollár’s Panslavism is relevant, but in the article specifically emphasized Šafařík’s seven-layered linguistic taxonomy. Šafařík, I pointed out, divided human howor into jazyky [languages], a jazyk into mluwy, a mluwa into řečí, a řeč into nářečí, a nářečí into podřečí, and a podřečí into různorůžičié. Šafařík specifically imagined a “Slavic language [jazyk slowansky]” divided into four mluvy, which were in turn divided into seven řeči, in turn divided into fourteen nářečí. \(^\text{79}\) After documenting the popularity of these terms among other nineteenth-century savants, I argued that Štúr thought in terms of Šafařík’s
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\(^{78}\) ZAVARSKÝ, A Few Comments, p. 351.

taxonomic categories, adducing as evidence that Štúr employed the terms jazyk, reč, nárečja, and rozličnorečja, which I suggest Štúr took from Šafařík.

Zavarský’s *A Few Comments*, by contrast, analyzed Štúr’s thinking not in terms of Kollár’s legacy, or Šafařík’s taxonomy, or in any other nineteenth-century context, but in terms of Zavarský’s own linguistic understanding. Noting for example that Štúr wrote that Genuan and Paduan “are rozličnorečja, not nárečja” and posited rozličnorečja in German and English, Zavarský adduced “the historical reality” known to “today’s linguists,” which he imagined not in terms of Šafařík’s seven layers, but in terms of the binary language/dialect dichotomy:

> Every linguist knows that, e.g., English is divided into dialects. And I suppose that no linguist would deny that English also was divided into dialects in 1846 when Štúr’s treatise was published. Thus, it is obvious that the historical reality today’s linguists call *dialects* was denoted by Štúr as rozličnorečja, not nárečja.”

The language/dialect binary, as noted above, is not a historical reality, given how many professional linguists reject it on principle. Even as mental construct, the dichotomy has long been characterized, as Raf Van Rooy showed in his outstanding study, by “terminological rather than conceptual continuity.” But the main point is that Zavarský did not situate Štúr’s comments in the context of nineteenth-century thought, but with reference to “historical reality” as “today’s linguists” supposedly understand it.

Štúr probably took his terminology from Šafařík, and the labels Šafařík affixed to the various layers of his seven-tiered taxonomy, as I noted in my article, lack English equivalents. My original article confronted readers with the original Slavic terms. Since Zavarský appears so invested in the language/dialect binary, however, let us try to gloss Šafařík’s labels into English using terms based on the dichotomy. As documented in my article, descendants of protoslavic *na + *řečъ (such as нарѣчие, наріччя, наречие, narzecze, nářečj, nárečja, etc.,) can boast a long lexicographical tradition as equivalents for “dialect.” So one might, as “option D” (for dialect) start from the assumption that Šafařík’s nářečí = dialect, and translate Šafařík’s other labels as “subdialects” and “superdialects.” According to option D, Šafařík’s řeč would be a “superdialect,” and his mluwa a “super-superdialect;” Šafařík’s podřečí a “subdialect,” and his různořečí a “sub-subdialect.”

---

80 ŠTÚR. *Nárečja slovenskuo alebo potreba písaňja v tomto nárečí*. Bratislava 1846, p. 43.
Alexander Maxwell  *Objective Facts, Consensus Opinions and...*

Zavarský, however, insisted that “Štúr’s *nárečja* cannot be translated by modern Slovak *nárečie*.”\(^{83}\) So one might alternatively, as “option L” (for language), start from the assumption that Šafařík’s *jazyk* = language, and posit layered subcategories of the “language.” According to option L, Šafařík’s *howor* might be glossed as a “supercategory of a language,” Šafařík’s *mluwa* as a “subcategory of a language,” the *řeč* as a “sub-subcategory of a language,” the *nárečí* as a “sub-sub-subcategory of a language,” and so forth down to the *různorěčí*, a “sub-sub-sub-sub-subcategory of a language.” Options D and L are summarized below as Figure 1.

**Figure 1** – Two different translations for Šafařík’s taxonomic labels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Šafařík’s taxonomic categories</th>
<th>Štúr’s taxonomic categories</th>
<th>“Translation Option D”</th>
<th>“Translation Option L”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Howor</td>
<td>Štúr’s categories under the assumption <em>nárečí</em> = dialect</td>
<td>Super-super-superdialect</td>
<td>Šafařík’s categories under the assumption <em>jazyk</em> = language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazyk</td>
<td><em>Nárečja</em></td>
<td>Language</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Mluwa</em></td>
<td><em>Reč</em></td>
<td>Super-Superdialect</td>
<td>Subcategory of a language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Řeč</em></td>
<td>Subdialect</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sub-subcategory of a language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Nářečí</em></td>
<td>Sub-subdialect</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sub-sub-sub-subcategory of a language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Podřečí</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Různorěčí</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The taxonomic labels in Figure 1 are very unwieldy, and confronting Šafařík’s original terminology is best. Forced to choose between Option D and Option L, however, if I prefer option D, since Option D can also be justified with reference to Štúr’s own translations. The passage shown below as Figure 2 was cited in my previous article, but Zavarský omitted any reference to it. Perhaps extra emphasis will drive the point home: Štúr translated *nárečja* into Latin and German as “*dialectus, Mundart.*” The former term is an obvious cognate of “dialect,” the latter a well-established puristic substitute for it.\(^{84}\) If Zavarský really thinks that scholars would have “grossly erred had they translated [sic] it as *dialect* or *nárečie*,”\(^{85}\) he should, I suggest, explain why Štúr erred so grossly when translating himself.

---

But let us return to Štúr’s claim that Genuan and Paduan “are rozličnorečja, not nárečja” in light of these two translation options. Under Option D, Štúr claimed that Genuan and Paduan “are sub-subdialects, not dialects.” Under Option L, Štúr claimed that Genuan and Paduan “are sub-sub-sub-sub-subcategories of a language, not sub-sub-subcategories of a language.” Neither option, I suggest, supports “translating Štúr’s nárečja as language or jazyk,” nor Zavarský’s contention that “what modern linguists call dialect or nárečie is rozličnorečja in Štúr’s terminology.”

Unwillingness to consider Štúr’s ideas in the context of nineteenth-century Slavic thought also explains Zavarský’s peculiar analogy made in defence of terminological substitutions:

It is as if a modern expert in astronomy rebuked his fellow colleagues for not acknowledging that celestial bodies are moved by angels, which was a generally accepted physical theory until the seventeenth century because Newton’s laws of motion and gravitation were not yet known. … Now, linguistics and dialectology, just like astronomy, biology and other scientific disciplines, have evolved considerably over the last two centuries. Therefore, it is no wonder that modern linguists describe linguistic reality with terms different from those employed by linguists who lived two hundred years ago.

Zavarský’s metaphor about angels and Newtonian gravity fails because the classification of Slavic languages has never undergone the sort of paradigm shift
that Thomas Kuhn so influentially described as central to scientific revolutions.\(^{89}\)

Linguistic classification can boast no conceptual breakthrough analogous to Newton’s achievement. Instead, linguistic taxonomies have gradually evolved.

Given that modern astrophysicists have since abandoned Newton to wrestle with Einstein, furthermore, I find implausible Zavarský’s assumption that secondary literature about angelic astronomy would hold much interest for “a modern expert in astronomy.” Modern astrophysicists are interested in things like dark matter, gravitational waves, the cosmic microwave background, and data from the James Webb Space Telescope. Secondary literature discussing pre-Newtonian astronomy, I imagine, holds more appeal for historians of religion, historians of the Reformation, and so forth. The analysis of angelic astronomy is not a task for astronomers or astrophysicists, but for historians.

So let us imagine a historian of religion researching a pre-Newtonian work of angelic astronomy. Let us specifically imagine a historian studying Thomas Heywood’s 1635 *The Hierarchie of the Blessed Angells*, which includes the passage:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{The consonance and sympathie} \\
\text{Betwixt the Angels Hierarchie.} \\
\text{The Planets and Cælestiall Spheares} \\
\text{And what similitude appears} \\
\text{‘Twixt one and the other.}^{90}
\end{align*}
\]

I criticized scholars for misciting and mistranslating Štúr’s *nárečja* as “language,” but Zavarský defended such lexical substitution on the grounds that “modern linguists describe linguistic reality” in different terms.\(^{91}\) So let us follow Zavarský’s analogy between linguistics and astronomy to its logical conclusion.

Since “modern astronomers” understand the “astronomical reality” of gravity, Zavarský would evidently approve if a historian were to cite Heywood, cite using quotation marks, as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{The consonance and sympathy} \\
\text{Between the force of gravity} \\
\text{The planets and celestial things} \\
\text{And what attraction brings} \\
\text{Between one and the other.}
\end{align*}
\]

---


\(^{91}\) ZAVARSKÝ, A Few Comments, p. 351.
Zavarský’s reasoning would also justify historiographic references to “Heywood’s Hierarchy of the Fundamental Forces (in the terminology of the day, Blessed Angels).”

I suggest, however, that if the secondary literature on Heywood retroactively “corrected” passages or book titles with these sorts of anachronistic terminological substitutions, then historians would be well advised to stick to the primary sources. If Heywood believed in angels, then scholars describing his thought must acknowledge that he believed in angels, no matter how well-established the theory of gravity may be. Similarly, if Štúr believed that Slovak was a “dialect” of the Slavic “language,” historians describing Štúr’s thought must acknowledge it.

Indeed, the necessity of respecting the fidelity of quotations from primary sources does not require scholars to adopt a social constructivist approach. I have argued above that the language/dialect taxonomy is socially constructed, that no such taxonomy can ever qualify as either a “fact” or any sort of “reality,” and that dialect taxonomies are best analyzed as opinions that can either conform to or contradict the consensus of their era. But let us imagine that I am wrong. Imagine that there actually is an objectively “correct” taxonomy based on some irrefutable foundation. Let us even imagine that the consensus taxonomy of 2023 is a “objective fact,” as suggested by Zavarský’s references to a “reality” known to “today’s linguists,” or by Zavarský’s argument that

what Štúr denoted as Slavic \textit{nárečja} (pl.) is in modern linguistics referred to as Slavic languages because it is a generally accepted fact in Slavic linguistics that in Štúr’s time the process of the differentiation of the Slavic languages had long been completed.\footnote{ZA VARSKÝ, A Few Comments, p. 360.}

Is it not “generally accepted” by “today’s linguistics” that Belarusian and Macedonian qualify as “languages”?\footnote{MAXWELL, Taxonomies of the Slavic World, p. 47.} Štúr’s taxonomy of \textit{nárečja} did not include them. Štúr did not mention Belarusian or Macedonian: his taxonomy omitted them entirely.\footnote{ŠTÚR. \textit{Nárečja slovenskou}, p. 13.} Since Štúr failed to acknowledge the “generally accepted fact” of Belarusian and Macedonian languagehood, his taxonomy of Slavic languages, according to “modern linguistics,” was incorrect. But if Štúr was mistaken about Belarusian and Macedonian, why does Zavarský assume he was right about Slovak? Why does Zavarský not consider the theoretical possibility that Štúr might have been wrong?

Though Zavarský complained that I rebuked modern scholars “for not using the nineteenth-century terminology,”\footnote{ZA VARSKÝ, A Few Comments, p. 351.} I above all rebuked scholars for not citing...
correctly. All the passages I objected to were summaries of Štúr’s thought, and several were presented as direct quotations. I find it hard to believe that readers of Historický časopis seriously question that words attributed to a historical figure in a direct quotation must be presented without any lexical substitutions. If they do, however, then Slovak scholarship has problems more pressing than the misrepresentation of Štúr’s Panslavism.

As a final note on the importance of fidelity in citation, let me end with the revelation that the quotation with which I began this article does not actually come from Gandhi, but from the much less glamorous figure of Nicholas Klein, an American attorney and labor activist. Klein’s actual text, furthermore, has less of a ring to it: “First they ignore you. Then they ridicule you. Then they attack you and want to burn you. And then they build monuments to you. And that is what is going to happen to the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America.”96

The misremembered and misattributed quotation better suited my purposes in the introduction, but professional scruples oblige me to acknowledge that historical actors did not always say what subsequent generations might have preferred them to have said. The same lesson applies to Štúr’s remarks about the “Slovak dialect” of the “Slavic language.”
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